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V8.8 Release Notes
YPLM#

New Features

6772

AccuMark Integration: Updated the Style Model workflow page to include the Comments
per Piece.

6695, 6746

Application Configuration: The application's left navigation text has been updated with
color differences to indicate the user location, increased font sizes for easier reading and
menu options are highlighted when expanded.

6609, 6610,
6641

Color, Material, Style BOM Folder: The application has been updated to no longer include
pending pages when adding colors to a color palette, adding colors to a material, and
adding materials to a Style BOM.

6708

Color Folder: The YuniquePLM status icons have been improved to have a visual appeal and
a clear indicator.

6819

Control Panel: Updated the Control Panel Initial Page to the new user interface.

UIMOD-4095, Construction Details: Updated the Style Folder Construction Detail page to the new user
4096, 4098, interface.
6514, 6515
6383

EAV Configuration: The Control Panel's Content Composition page has been updated to
prevent the deletion of currently in-use entries.

6752

Freelance Design: Created two new reports for the Freelance Design page that correctly
prints any associated text alongside the image.

5843

Image Folder: The Image Folder - Creating a New Image page has been updated to focus
the user on first selecting an image type then the drag and drop image area is displayed on
screen. This avoids future errors from users first adding the image and not selecting an
image type.
Image Folder: Updated the Image Folder search functionality to include new Artboard
fields; Artboard and Artboard Name. These fields must first be enabled from the EAV
editor.

6436
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5521

Line List: Updated Line List to include multi-select EAV Support.

6403

Line List: Removed the Sync Function and added a Sync SKU Names which will apply the
current SKU Plan name to the selected Style SKU Pages within the Line List.
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6626
Line List: The Line List SKU and Showroom workflow pages have been updated to match
the BOM's sort order.
6655

Line List: Updated the Line List to include a comments section, matching other areas of the
application.

6756

Line List: Updated the Line List Search Page to show/hide any field during configuration.

UIMOD-4082

5965

Material Folder: Updated the Material Folder’s Change Log to capture when a material's
supplier is made (in)active.

6755

Material Folder: Adding Colors to a Material has been updated, where selecting colors
adds them to the bottom of the existing color list, while also keeping track of the selected
color position.

6269

Material Folder: Updated the Material Copy logic to include any Material Color EAV (OOTB
and Custom) fields while also retaining entered data in this copy process.

UIMOD-4284

Material Folder: Updated the Material Copy page to the new user interface.

6127

Measurement Page: Added a new warning message (when the user clicks EDIT SPEC on
sample request) to alert the user that the associated Style measurement workflow page is
approved and that the sample revisions will apply to the measurement workflow page.

5164

Measurement Template: Updated the Measurement Templates Copy Functionality so that
it now retains data entered against the EAV fields.

6600

Partner Folder: Updated the Partner Folder by removing a redundant legacy template.

5943

Sample Folder: Deleting a Sample or Sample Folder has been clarified with more
descriptive tooltips and warning messages. When selecting delete from the Summary view,
all samples are removed. When selecting delete from a Sample page, that particular
sample is deleted.
Sample Request: Corrected an issue in the Sample Request, where POM values were
inserted to the Eval Size column as Blank instead of their value.

6128
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Line List: Updated the Line List's Measurement page to the new user interface.
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6214
Sample Request: Duplicate POM's can now be added into the Sample Request Edit Spec
area.
UIMOD-4018

Sample Request: Updated the Edit spec page for Multi-Sample (sample type) within the
Sample Request to the new user interface.

UIMOD-4168

Sample Request: Updated the Create Spec page user interface for Fit Group - ProtoType /
Fit Sample / Sale Sample / Pre Production / Top of Production.

UIMOD-4170, Sample Request: Updated the Create Spec page user interface for the QA Worksheet
4171
Sample Type.
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6558

SDK: Updated the Style BOM for Accumark integration.

6757

Sourcing: Added the ability for a System Administrator to show or hide, out of the box
(OOTB) fields of Sourcing Folder Search form and Grid results.

6100

Style BOM: Updated the Style BOM's Change Log to reflect changes made in the Line List
Color and Material Palette Edit areas, such as when a color is dropped or removed from the
Line List.

6164

Style BOM: Updated the Style Copy logic so when a user deselects the BOM, any connected
SKU workflow page associated with that BOM will be automatically deselected.

6365

Style BOM: Expanded the Select/Unselect All checkbox functionality on the BOM to
Dimension options, ART, LIC, CLR, BOM, and TRK columns.

6813

Style BOM: Updated the Style BOM Change Log to reflect any changes made to BOM
Options.

5618

Style BOM Colorway: Added a Palette section button to the Style BOM Colorway - Swap
Colorways area.

6335

Style BOM Colorway: Expanded the existing 'ADD ROW’ functionality on the BOM
Colorway page to allow users to add rows directly under the BOM Colorway column
header, before the first material entry in the colorway grid.

6598

Style Folder: Updated the Style Image workflow's Burn Image functionality to include all
images within a zip file.
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6411
Style Folder: The Style Folder sub-workflow pages, page type selections have been locked
to avoid data loss. After a sub workflow page is created the page type selection will now be
locked.
6428

Style Folder: Added ERP code to intro season year tables that can now be used in the Style
auto number generation.

6441

Style Folder: Updated the Style Folder's Text-Image predefined text area to show empty
rows if entered by the user.

6793

Style Folder: Corrected an issue when creating a costing scenario; the BOL value added to
the costing scenario differed to the Style BOL workflow value.

UIMOD-4169

Style Folder: Updated the 'Select Sample size' page user interface for Fit Group - ProtoType
/ Fit Sample / Sale Sample / Pre Production / Top of Production.

UIMOD-4270, Style Folder: Updated the Style Design Detail Custom workflow page to the new user
4271
interface.
UIMOD-6439

Style Folder: Updated the button placement on the Style Folder 3D View page.

UIMOD-6499

Style Folder: Updated the 'Create Spec' page user interface for Multi-Sample Type.
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876

Style SKU Page: Added the ability to create SKU Templates that can be added to the Style
SKU page and the Line list SKU plan.

6700

Style SKU Page: Updated the Style - SKU Item API to include the modified date and
modified user details.
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YPLM#
5537

Admin Folder: Corrected an issue in the Admin / Permission groups where there was a
duplicate entry for sample request type 'Fit Sample'.

6065

Admin Folder: Updated reports within the Style Bill of Materials, Artwork images, License, and
Line list to correctly display material data in reference to app setting
StyleMaterialsReadFromLib.
BI Folder: Corrected a reporting issue where TID value was missing for custom reports.

6300

6760

Control Panel: Corrected an issue when creating a new style where the workflow type was not
filtering correctly based on Division and Style Type selections.

6791

Control Panel: Corrected a sort order issue in the main menu of the Control Panel Items listing.

5633

Costing Page: Corrected an issue where the Expression fields for Money were ignoring the
currency system culture.

6207

Dev Calendar: Updated the Line List Search to include an Active field where it defaults to Yes.

6410

Dev Calendar:  Corrected an issue in the Calendar Style level where Style Tasks were shown in
a sort order different than the actual Dev Calendar.

3375

Line List: Corrected an issue in the Line List's Change Log, where previously dropped Styles
were showing as duplicate changes once other changes were made.

5605

Line List: Corrected an issue in the Line List's Change Log where multi-select fields were not
properly displayed.

6593

Line List: Corrected an issue in the Line List where active styles were incorrectly displaying in
the dropped subfolder.

4714

Measurement Page: Corrected an issue on the Measurement page where changing the sample
size did not accurately reflect the "0" grade rule.

6414

Reporting: Corrected an issue where the sort order of sub-pages displayed on the predefined
Tech Pack page did not match the sort order of created sub-pages (e.g. Measurements) on the
actual style.
Sample Request: Corrected an issue with the Sample Request Markup Tool where the arrow
function was showing the incorrect stroke color.

4009
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Defect List
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6056
Sample Request: Corrected an issue where the Date Time formatting was not displayed
correctly on the Photos Modified Date information within the Sample Requests, even if a user
sets the appropriate TimeZone.
6352
Sample Request: Corrected a page refresh issue when a user clicked "No" to refresh the
sample status.
5966

Style BOM: Updated the BOM Colorway Treatment/Size columns to display as *NA, like on
BOM Edit view for consistency.

6316

Style BOM: Corrected an issue where the app setting StyleMaterialsReadFromLib was not
taken into account for Artwork image previews.

6385

Style BOM: Corrected an issue where Material Placement was automatically included in the
BOM when adding a material via the Material Library Lookup.

6653

Style BOM: Corrected an issue on the Style BOM Dimension where the quantity was only
saved for active dimensional combinations.

5969

Style BOM Colorway: Corrected an issue on the BOM Colorway page when a user selects a
Color Chip causing the modal window to expand into the main window instead of the search
area.
Style Folder: Corrected an issue where image updates were not captured in the Style
Workflow Change Log.

2350
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5846

Style Folder: Corrected an issue where Text-Image page previews were inserting additional
blank rows to the PDF.

6216

Style Folder: Corrected an issue within the Style Look Book workflow page where an error
resulted from hidden page controls.

6503

Style Folder: Corrected an issue when Quick Quotes is created under the incorrect Style
Number due to a modified date sort order.

5988

Style SKU: Corrected an issue in the Style SKU, Line List SKU & Showroom pages where
non-administrators experienced the column headers disappear while in Edit mode.
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